**GROUNDS FOR THE DEMAND OF RECALL OF LYNN COLLINS:**

Lynn Collins has demonstrated she is not upholding her fiduciary responsibility and making unsound business decisions as a Council Member which has propelled the Town of Dewey-Humboldt (Town) into an unstable government with insufficient staff to ensure basic checks and balances are in place and increased exposure to potential fraud to our $6 mil operating funds. Ms. Collins appears to be working with three other Town Council Persons (Amy Lance, Karen Brooks and Glen Blomgren) to create a majority voting block to ensure their personal agendas are adopted. This is evidenced by: Voting to fire the Town Manager without cause or explanation at the February 2, 2021 Town meeting against the Town Attorney’s advice, costing the Town $13,000 and putting the Town in legal jeopardy. Second, voting to exclude the property maintenance clause from the 2018 Building Codes draft; this action did not take into consideration the needs of the community and has a potential to create health hazards and devalue properties. Third, a toxic work environment is evident including possible civil rights violations. For the good of the community we need a cohesive, stable and transparent government—not one that is governed by personal agendas.

**OFFICERS JUSTIFICATION FOR THEIR CONDUCT IN OFFICE:**

I am Lynn Collins and have lived in Arizona for 50 years. I was elected to the Dewey-Humboldt Town Council by 611 voters in 2018. People I talked to then said it would take a miracle to prevent Dewey-Humboldt from having Prescott Valley style development. I believe in miracles. It was a miracle when the Goodwin fire was stopped just short of our town. On January 1, 2021 social media posts announced another miracle—that a farmer had bought the Monogram Development Company’s land at 69 and 169. This means 500 houses and a sewage treatment plant planned there will not happen. As to grounds for recall: “Termination of Thomas” - on January 19, 2021, a properly announced private executive hearing was held to discuss the performance of interim manager James Thomas. State law required it to be confidential; it is illegal to disclose what was discussed. “Personal agenda” allegations refer to a vote to remove redundant property maintenance code from building codes. Our six remaining nuisance codes are adequate. “Voting Block” - Recall organizers, and possible candidates, Schroder and Dragan live next door to Councilmember Thomas. I am asking for your continued support by voting to keep Dewey-Humboldt rural.

**TOWN OF DEWEY-HUMBOLDT COUNCIL MEMBER (TERM EXPIRES DECEMBER 2022)**

**WRITE-IN**

Collins, Lynn
Dragan, Chris
Write-In

**GROUNDS FOR THE DEMAND OF RECALL OF AMY LANCE:**

Amy Lance has demonstrated she is not upholding her fiduciary responsibility and making unsound business decisions as a Council Member which has propelled the Town of Dewey-Humboldt (Town) into an unstable government with insufficient staff to ensure basic checks and balances are in place and increased exposure to potential fraud to our $6 mil operating funds. Ms. Lance appears to be working with three other Town Council Persons (Lynn Collins, Karen Brooks and Glen Blomgren) to create a majority voting block to ensure their personal agendas are adopted. This is evidenced by: voting to fire the Town Manager without cause or explanation at the February 2, 2021 Town meeting against the Town Attorney’s advice, costing the Town $13,000 and putting the Town in legal jeopardy. Second, voting to exclude the property maintenance clause from the 2018 Building Codes draft; this action did not take into consideration the needs of the community and has a potential to create health hazards and devalue properties. Third, a toxic work environment is evident including possible civil rights violations. For the good of the community we need a cohesive, stable and transparent government—not one that is governed by personal agendas.

**OFFICERS JUSTIFICATION FOR THEIR CONDUCT IN OFFICE:**

The future of Dewey-Humboldt and the future of our citizens is bright and exciting. A future that is worth celebrating and protecting. As your representative on the Town Council, I vow to protect this future. I will protect our rights and freedom to grow our own food and raise animals. I will protect private property rights in our community. I will always support the youth of our town through 4H and other youth organizations. Working together we can build our downtown to support local business’ and increase our revenue base. This revenue can be used to benefit the citizens. I am dedicated to representing “Our Country Town” and all those who abide here. I ask for your vote as I pledge to continue to work for the benefit of all.

**TOWN OF DEWEY-HUMBOLDT COUNCIL MEMBER (TERM EXPIRES DECEMBER 2024)**

**WRITE-IN**

Lance, Amy
Schroder, Terre
Write-In

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:**

To vote for a candidate completely fill in the oval to the left of your choice.

To vote for an official write-in candidate, write the name in the space provided and fill in the oval.

**IMPORTANT:** If you vote for more than the number of candidates allowed for an office, it will be considered an over-vote and your vote for that office will not be counted.

**INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS:**

No other marks will be valid or counted.
VOTE BOTH SIDES OF THE BALLOT

Grounds for the demand of recall of Karen Brooks: Karen Brooks has demonstrated she is not upholding her fiduciary responsibility as a Council Member/Vice-Mayor which has propelled the Town of Dewey-Humboldt (Town) into an unstable government with insufficient staff to ensure basic checks and balances are in place and increased exposure to potential fraud to our $6 mil fund. This is evidenced by: Voting to fire the Town Manager without cause at the February 2, 2021 Town meeting against the Town Attorney’s advice, costing the Town $13,000 and putting the Town in legal jeopardy. Second, voting to exclude the property maintenance clause from the 2018 Building Codes draft because of personal agendas. This action did not take into consideration the needs of the community and has a potential to create health hazards and devalue properties. Third, a toxic work environment is evident including possible civil rights violations. For the good of the community we need a cohesive, stable and transparent government-not one that is governed by personal agendas.

Officers justification for their conduct in office: I am from a pioneering family that arrived in the Verde Valley in 1867 and am honored to be a 70-year resident of Dewey-Humboldt. It has been a privilege and joy representing the citizens of Dewey-Humboldt for 3 years and I look forward to continuing to work for you. I will continue to represent and do the best for all the citizens of Dewey-Humboldt; I will maintain property rights and ease HOA type rules; I believe a second ingress and egress for Blue Hills is critical for public safety; I will focus on the roads. We can improve our existing roads and develop a process to bring new roads into our town system; I will preserve open space and promote water conservation by supporting larger parcel sizes; I will focus on revitalizing the business areas including Main St; I will encourage consistent growth and development that will sustain our area thru economic ups and downs; I will endorse public safety, activities, and programs for our youth. I continue to stand ready to finish the job you have elected me to do. We have accomplished a lot - there is much more ready to be done.

TOWN OF DEWEY-HUMBOLDT COUNCIL MEMBER
(TERM EXPIRES DECEMBER 2022)
VOTE FOR NOT MORE THAN 1

Brooks, Karen
Combs, Jennifer
Write-In